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Volume 83, Nwnber 27

Twenty pages

UMRVMA to be removed

Students like the one pictured here will soon have to use Saucer for E·mall

UMRVMA, one of UMR's two

removed at the end of the summer
(August 3, 1994). All students should
get an account on Saucer and migrate
data and computing activities to this
UNIX environment. Faculty should
move to S aucer or to UMRVMB .
Please note that UMRVMB is not be-

IBM mainframe computers, will be

ing removed at this time. Ultimately,

News Services

SOURCE

we will want every student to have an
account on saucer so he/she can access
E·mail and other informati~n services.
To get an account on Saucer, students
need to bring a student ID to 114 M-CS.
Faculty and students are asked to
inform Computing Services of any ap-

see VMA, page 18

•••••••••••••••••

NSF Fellowship An Apology from the Miner Staff to the Campus Community :• Parking Per- :•
: mit Reminder: ,:
received at UMR

I ~

The April 13th issue of the Missouri Miner contained a cartoon on page 7 that attacked both the gay : The date to begin signing up for:
and lesbian students and the African·American students on campus. The Miner starr wish to apologize • your 1994-95 parking permit is.
: May 2, 1994.
:
to the African·American students, the gay and lesbian students and the entire campus community.
News Services

SOURCE

David Hockanson. a graduate student in electrical engineering at the
University of Missouri-Rolla, has received a three-year fellowship from the
National Science Foundation to continue studies in the field of electromagnetic compatibility. Hockanson. a
1988 graduate of Bolivar (Mo.) High
School, is the son of Loren and Leslie
Hockanson of Flemington. Mo. He and

see SCience, page 18

An internal investigation has revealed that two members of the Miner staff are responsible for moclitYing the original
staff-drawn cartoon from 1985-86. There were two separate modifications made by these two staff members. At 4:25pm
on Monday April II tho the Editor-in-Chief was called away on a personal emergency. He had already completed his editorial
oversight reading of all of the paper except for the empty upper half of page 7, understanding that the editorial oversight
review would pass to the Managing Editor when he informed her he was leaving. The Managing Editor. however. believed
that the Editor-in-Chief had totally completed the oversight review before he left. Between 4:30 and 4:50 the modified
cartoon and two other cartoons were placed on page 7. The Managing Editor. busy with some photos for the issue. did
not know these last minute additions were made before the 5:00 pm deadline. The upper half of page 7 thus escaped having
the required editorial oversight review and the cartoon which has so offended the campus community appeared in the April

13th issue.
"
'
The Miner staff apologizes to the African-American students on campus . An accident in the standard oversight,review
process led to a scurrilous cartoon appearing in the paper that was a slur and insult to African-American students. For that,
we. the entire 1993/94 Miner staff offer our deepest apologies.
The Miner staff also apologizes to the gay and lesbian students on campus. Prior incidents had led the staff to be
especially concerned about our editorial responsibilities concerning gay and lesbian students. Again, an accident in the ,
standard oversight review process led to a scurrilous cartoon appearing in the paper that was a slur and insult to gay and

see Apology, page 4

• The place is the University Po-.
lice Department, located in the •
H.I.S. Building, at the corner of:
14th and Bishop Streets,
•
If you have a parking permit:
now, you need to pay for it atthe •
time you sign up, but you have •
until June 30, 1994 to renew it. :
If you wish to upgrade to an-·
other lot, or ff you don't have a:
permit at this time, you will need •
to sign up on a waiting list. , :

•
You will then be coAtacted:
as parking spaces become.
available on the first come, first:
served basis.
•

••••••••••••••••
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Wednesday

6:30pm: Show-MeAnimcmtg.,204 McNutt .

Designed to give college students a reali stic

The purpose ofthc:se grants is to increase mu-

pursuestudyo rresearchandareintended to supple-

alternative to dead-end summer jobs, the program

tual understanding between the people of the United

mentmaintc:nanceawardsfromotheuouroc:sthatqo

Noon :o,ristian Campus Fellowship Meeting, WaI·

8:00pm: Campus PelfomtingArts p....ents Queen

emphasizes time management, communication

States and olhercountries through the exchange of

notprovidefundsfortrayeL Allgran~ include basic

nut Room. UC-East

Bey and Trio jazz group, Leach theatre, Castleman

skills and p rof~ionalism in an actual business set-

persons, knowledge and skills. They are funded

hea1th and accident insurance.

IWl TIckets are SIUor adults and S7for 18 and

ting. Participants work as full-time and part-time

under the Mutual Educatio;w, and Cultural Ex-

Comp1eteprogramandapplicationinformation

under. Student admission is free w ith tickets avail-

independent Kirby· dealers during June, July and

change Act of 1961 through an annual appropriation

is contained'in the brochure, ''Full~g\lt and other

August, compctingformonthlyscholarshipsbaseon

made by Congress to USIA. Participating govern-

grants for graduate wdy orresearch abroad, 1995-

&ales pelformance.

ments and host instibJtions in many countries also

96." Students cu.rrently enrolled in a college or

Noon: UMR BoosterClubmtg., G&D Stealchouse

able at the

3:OOpm: UMR softball vs. Centnol Me<hodist Col·

ue-West ticket office. Fore more w or-.

mation,eaU341-4219

lege.thorne

Sunday

3:30pm: UMR T.E.C.1 lS. mtg,208 Norwood
4:00pm: Chemic:al engineering gruiuat<: seminar.

6:00pm: MSMSpelunkenClub mtg. 204 McNutt

contribute. The BFS, composed of 12 educational

universityshouldcontatttheiron-ampusFullbright

andpublicleadersap~intedbythePresidentofthe

ProgRlDAdvisorfo,rbrochures,applicationforms,

only eam money fortuition, but also overcome the

UnitedStates.c:stablishescriteriafortheseled.ionof

andfu~erinformation.

10:OOam: BahI'iClub children's cw..125 Chern.

dilemmloffindingl meaningfulcareeroppommity

candida"" and his the ftna1authorityforthe award·

Eng.

withOut previOUl busioess experience. ''Kirby d~

ingofgrants.

Lyle Il Un"r, "Building !diable, interp_ble
' models usingneuralnetworb," 125 Schrenk

Acconlingto GregKoening, directorof&ales
administration, uMaki,n'theGrade" participantsnot

2:00pm:Chinae StudentAaoclltion Chinaeclau
6:30pm: Voices of 'lnapiration mtg., TJ SoLllh

7:00pm: Do"", to Earth mg., 210 McNutt
9:00pm: BlueSabreamtg.
8:OOpm:CoUege RepublicalUmtg.,205 H-5S

Monday

8:00pm: Kappo Kappo Psimtg.,321 o,em. Eng.

Noon:C1uiatianCampusFellowshipBibleReading,

10 ~mplete l\1e r

agoodcareeropportunity. Recruitsbypusthedial·

at the time of Ipplication and hold a bachelor' s

ACriean·Amerieanundergn.dullestudenlenteringor

lengem... studentsfa<!e-oblainingaworthwbi1e

degreeorit'sequiv,alentbythebeginningdat<:ofthe

cumntlyl1t<:nding1heUniversityofMissouri-Rolla

summc:ropponunitywitbout 'ra! world' work-eX{»

granL Creative and performing artists are not re• . with.tleutoneyearof~llegeremaining .

crews are most common, but the listing includes a

in ~~aigeof me!'
5:00 PM, she asl
essence of lime,
was atasleless, I
Whemeryo
the slUd,nlS, but
studenlS are nol l
so we are nol ger
and ilS attendees
Anumber 0
auended by Cha
Presidenl Mary I
studenlS. During
April 20 edition,
for: (I.) Awritte
the minimum siz
ajXllogy should I
be-printed. II w
, ne,,:$paper. 'HoI'
immediate remOl
leff Lacavich, M
all officers of all
of me unaltered c
approval of our !
activity fees asd,

tremendous va ricty ofoppor1Unities, such as graphic

thus, we WTI.L~

artist.. geologist, biologist, carpc:nter,computerand

have merighl to
beresolved by Fr
afternoon, April
The April 21
thepaper and w~
unjXlnamiy, thes
to spite !he black
address mose wh
would not know
Column, right ne
employees of lIJe
in aUendance of I
the (!sue, ev~n ~
she did not lelllJ
asit·in was organ
changes 10 be rn
The sit·ind
university. Afte
on, soda, and piz
maturity.OUlSid
Mmer, doingwh
protest was docu
by over 25 peopl
Over a thousand
SfXlntaneouslyre
Sit-in and protes
all very much!
Finally, lIJi
ohh'med'
~
la, and
'fight for a be
;ampus has been
10m prejUdice,

Formore information, contact your local au-

foury.... ofrdevanttrainingorstudy, Candidates in

EUGIBR.lTYREQUlREMENI'S:
• Afri~Amcrican

thoriudKitby disfributnroreaU(216) 228-2400or

medicine must have an MD. or equivalent at the

°Demomtraredfmancia1need

writ<:TheKirbyCompany, 1920W"" I 14th Street,

timeof'pplication!

°U.S. Citizen

.

Clevelsnd,OH44102-l391.
Doyouhavesomerparetimeandlloveofthe

quiredtohaveabocheio.. degree,buttheymusthave

All applicants .re requimt to have.sufficient
proficiency in the language of the hoot ccuntry to
canyouttheirpmposedstudyor ...... reb.

gratoutdoo ..?Lookingforarewanlingexperience

FuUbrightFullgrantspmvideroundtripintef'-

oreduc:ationalopponunitythi,sununer? Consider

.n.tional .travd, maintenance for the t.eruue of the

9:00pm: AmoldAirSocictymtg.,208Harris

7:30pm: Ak:oholica Anonymous mtg., Walnut

spending time u. volunteer in a national or state

grant, • research allowance, aod tuition waiven; if

Room, UC·East

pld<, fo ....~ or other public land. The need ,for

applicable. FuUbrightTravelGnnts provide round

volunteers ia lIanaU·time high.

trip tJavel to the country where the student will

'8:OOpm: Koinoniamtg., Meromoc Room, UC·East

ries: Jerry Vineyard. 'W ISte management in the

Tuesday
Noon: Christian CamP'!" FellowshipBible Reading,

Noon:OuistianCampusFeUowshipMecting, WaI·

Waln"!Room,UC.Eul
Latter-day Saint Student Asioc:iation .class. 243
McNutt

I :3Opm:AcademicCouncilmtg., G-5 H·SS
6:30pm: KoinoniaBibleStudy, 305 Chern. Eng.

4:45pm: TolstmlSters mtg., Missouri Room, UC·
East
6:30pm: Alpha Phi Omeglmtg., 206 McNutt

schedule.
Thouundoffascinatingopportun itiesared~

data entry, diver, gardener, historian, hydrologist,

librarian, curator, river patrol. surveyor, wildlife

PhysicsDepartmentlhroldQ.FullerUnderpadUlt<:
R....n:hCompetition, 104 Physics

publishedbyAmerieanHikingSociety,eanhelpynu
flnd an opportunity to match your interests and

scribedinthedirectory. CampgroundhostsandtJail

nut Room, UC·Easl
12:3Opm:NewmanScripmre

The 1994 "Helping Out in the Outdno..; a
diRCtoryofvoluntecropportunitic:sonpubliclands

Missouri Rivcrbtiin,"1l4Civil

8:00pm: Chi Alpha mig., Missouri room, UC·East

managc:mentassistant, writerandmanymore.
Youcansignupsolo,orwithafric:nd.family

Next
'
WeClnesday

mc:mbc:ror club. Meet new people, sec: great scenery, get valuable experien~ and learn more about
America 'soutdoortreasures while making a difference for public parks and forest. With volunteer

Noon:ChristianCampusFeUowshipMecting, WaI·
nut Room, UC·Easl

7:00 IEEEmtg., 114Civil

opportunitiC$ in nearly every state, chances are
·'there'sonenearyou. Prefertotravel1 Some of the
positionsevc:nsupplYh0U5ingandoff'erreimbune-

6:00pm: MSMSpelunket',Clubmtg., 204 McNutt
7:30pm: LutheranStudentCent<:rBible Study
8:OOpm:Sl PII'seommitteemtg., 107C MEannex
8:00pm: Kappa Kappa P,imtg., 321 o,ent Eng.
8:00pm: SolarCarTeunmtg.,G-4A Buic Engineer·
ing

·ment for food and/ or travel expenses. Others
providcon-the-jobtrainingoracadc:mi c c~il

S:OOpm:CoUege Republi.... mtg.,205 H·SS

American Hiking Society is a national, nonprofit organization dedicated to preserving and expandingAmcrica' 5 t"ils, while promoting the benefil&ofhik1ngand trails.-

8:OOpm:Tlu BetaSigmamtg., 315 o,ern. Eng.

For a 128 page directory of more than 2,OPO
volunteer jobs, &end $7 for a single issue to AHS

Friday

9:OOpm:AmoldAirSoc:ietymtg.,208Harris

Helping -Out, P.O, Box 20160, Washington , DC
20041-21 6-.

Noon: Otristian CampusFeDowship Meeting. Walnut Room, Ue-East.

Financial Aid

ANNUAL COMPElTIlON FOR FUUJ!RlGHT
GRANTS OPENS

3:00pm: Gaming Association open gaming, Chern.

Eng.
3:30pm:T rap & Skeet mtg., T-2 building

thro~ghoUI ~P

Rolla area (!'help< County) NAACP fora full·time

Walnut Room,UC·East.

Thursday

stereolYPical"C[
example of me b
The Mis!Ou

ForaU grantl,lppliCll!tsmust be U.S. citizens

8:00pm: Tlu Bda Sigmamtg.,315 a-. Eng.

11 :3Opm: CivilEngineeringGndUlt<: Seminar sc·

. The timefo:

UMR has contin

tributors providethcse ItUdents witha direct route \0

ricnceundertheirbelt."

1.c>oqe

The "Yeo [Can" grmt in S600 grantfuiuled by the

roAI

The Kirby Company, manufacturerof home

The Un ited States Info rm ation Agen cy

caresystt:mS,is oontinuing its annual College Schol-

(USIA), the!. William Fullbright Foreil!J1Scholar·

arship Prognun. . ~' the Grade. "'Funded jointly

ship Board (BFS) and the Institute of Intem ational

by independent distributors, divisional supervisors

Education (fIE) announce the May 1, 1994 official

and the Kirby Company, scholarships range from

open ing of the 1995-96 competition for Fullbright

6:00pm: lntervanoity Christian Fellowship mtg.•

$250 to S1000. Last year over 700 college recruits

Grants for graduatestudyo rresearch abroad in aca-

Missouri Room, ue-East

from theUnitedStatcsandCanadacompeted fo rl 08

demic' fields and for professional traini,?g in th e

scholarships totalling over S72.000.

creative and pc:rfonn ing arts.

°Soundmonolcbatwaer
° Admitted to orattending UMRduring the
period ¢ grant allowance
·Minimilm.cademicaiteria:
°High school · Meet UMR admilsions
standards

see Aid, page 17
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Opinions .
Letters to the Editors

•••

To All UMR Students:
The time for creating a comfortable climate {or all students on the University of Missouri - Rolla campus has come! .
UMR has continued to keep smaller groups of people On edge with a prejudiced attituae for far too long . The racist,
stereotypical "cartoon" in the April 13 edition of the Missouri Miner by the ex-Sports Editor, Joe Hornburg, is just another
example of the behavior tolerated at this university. It is not time for healing. It is a time for information! Here it is:
. T~e Missouri Miner, t,he .studen\ newspaper, is sent out to the printer every Monday at 5:00 PM and distributed
thro~gho~t ?~PUs late Tuesd~y ev~ning . Due tp personal reasons, the Editor-in-Chief, Jeff Lacav ich, left the Miner staff
to ~.mpl".te t\le remaining s~cti.on.s <;>f lhe unfinis.hed paper around 4:30 PM Managing Editor, Francine Belaska, was left
in cnarge of these r~maining sections . . ~ue to an unfinished !3reek Week section of the paper that she was completing at
5:00 PM, she asked the remaIning staff to fill the paper with readable material. They completed their sections and in the
essence of time, she sends the paper to the printer without proofreading it herself. Included in the unproofed newspaper
was a tasteless, racist, prejudiced "cartoon" that negatively stereotyped Blacks.
Whether you like it or not, the Missouri Miner represents the students on this campus. The paper is seen not only by
the students, but also .by the staff, faculty, the Rolla community, alumni, industry, and prospective students. The Black
students are not the only ones who were upset at this "cartoon". Other administrators, students, and staff reacted the same,
so we are not generalizing the campus as a whole with this issue, BUT the Missouri Mmer still represents this university
and its attendees internationally.
A number of students felt so strongly abo ut this depiction that a meeting was held t~e fo llowing Monday, April 18,
attended by Chancellor Park, Vice Chancellor Ogrosky, ,the Min~r staff and adv isor (Dr. Carol Ann Smith), NAACP
President Mary Pulley, Mr. William Whitcomb of the U.S. Department of Justice, organization presidents, and concerned
students. During the meeiing, the Miner's adv isor stated that there ~o uld be a satisfactory apology on the front page of the
April 20 edition of the Missouri Miner. Resulting from the meeting, and by a majority vote of those present, were demands
for: (1.) A written apology to the University community, particularly the African American community, covering at least
the minimum size of the cartoon (3.75 x 6 in) ·published on the front page of the next edition of the Missouri Miner. This
apology should address the breakdown of the established procedures that allowed this tasteless attempt at .....humor..." to
be-printed. It was clear from the Missouri Miner faculty advisor that an apology will be in the April 20 edition of the
. ne,,:spaper: ·However, if~hi~ ap~logy does no~ fu.lf~l ~e ~l><ive,:; i~e and location cri teria, we deem it unacceptable . . (2.) The
immediate removal of Dr. Carol Ann Smith from her facultyadvisory position, and the immediate dismissal Editor-in-chief,
Jeff Lacavich, Managing Editor, Francine Belaska, and Sports Editor, Joe Hornburg. (3 .) Cultural awareness training for
all officers of all student organizations. (4.) Full cooperation of the Missouri Miner staff by providing an original sketch
of the unaltered cartoon. (5.) To review the procedures of the Missouri Miner staff and that they be labeled tentative, pending
approval of our Approval Committee. We contribute fmancially to the printing of the Missouri Miner through our student
activity fees as do African Americans in the State of Missouri and this Nation, through their tax dollars channeled to UMR;
thus, we WILL NOT be represented in any negative sense as a result of a, .....breakdown of established procedures." We
have the right to add checks and balances to the Missouri Miner's foolproof procedural changes. We request this situation
be resolved by Friday. April 2.7, 1994. A letter of these demands wjth over 70 signatures was given to the Chancellor Tuesday
afternoon, April 19.
. The April 20 edition of the Missouri Miner had their "apology" on the third page, in the Opinions Column section of
the paper and was much smaller than the "cartoon", It did not directly address the issue of the insensitive "cartoon". More
importantiy, the students felt that the Miner Staffpurposeiy misspelled the word apoiogize as a-p-p-o-i-o-g-i-l.-e in d;;fian~
to spite the black students; thus, the video recorded sit-in occurred in protest. The double-spaced "apology" doesn't even
address those who do not know what the apology was even for, so those who did not see the "cartoon" from the last issue
would not know what was going on (blatantly keeping information from all of you). Why is the "apology" in the OPinions
Column, right next to the statement, "The views expressed on the opinions page are not necessarily those of the staff and
employees of the Missouri Miner?" The Mi~ouri Miner advisor misrepresented herself and the newspaper by telling those
in attendance of the Monday.meeting that the "apology" would be satisfactory and on the front page of the Miner addressing
the issue, even though after she made the statement, the editor told her that she was very incorrect with her statement. But,
she did not let the others know during the rest of the meeting of that mistake. Due to both of those inconsiderate actions,
a sit-in was organized at the Chancellor's office Wednesday, April 20, from 9:30 AM to 4:30 PM for anyone who supported
changes to be made to the Miner and the campus as a whole.
The sit-in did not target the Chancellor. However, his office was chosen·because he is the head administrator for this
university. After having expfained our stance on this issue, the Chancellor provided for all in anendance: chairs to "sit-in"
on, soda, and pizza. We do .not believe this was done to pacify us, but in support of addressing this issue morally and with
maturity. Outside, protesters were getting the message out, explaining to the campus what had transpired with the Missouri
Miner, doing what the "apology" was supposed to do: informing the students of this intolerable behav ior. This sit-in and
protest was documented with cameras, videos, and personal interviews of students. The sit-in, at any time, was supported
by over 25 people from all backgrounds and walks of life continuously for over 5 hours! The protest, personally, reached
over a thousand students, staff, and facu lty! The displayed letter that was given to the Chancellor the day before
spontaneously received over 130 signatures by those who wholeheartedly agreed or agreed with most of its demands. The
sit-in and protest could not have been made poss ible witho ut the support of UMR 's concerned popul ation. We thank you
all very much!
Finally, this issue is not going to go away. Too many groups on this campus have been hurt by the Miner, other forms
of th" media, and, oh yes, miseducation. We hope th at thi s can fuel other groups to step forward in order to be counted toward
the fight for a better campus climate, whether it be through demonstration, leg islation, or education. The tension on this
campus has been ascending and will continue to do so unless we create a place oflearning where any student can walk free ly
from prejudice, hate, ignorance, and abuse. This issue will not go away !!!

The Applied Language Institute at ·
The University of Missouri-Rolla
The Applied Language Institute
offers a wide variety of programs and
courses for people from all over the
world. In the Intensive English Program, studen ts can prepare for study at
an American university, improve their
general English ski lls, or prepare for
careers that require the use of English.
In addition to a complete program
of English courses, many student services are avai lable. A dedicated staff
and faculty work to assist students with
college applications, recommendation
letters, housing, cultural adjustment,
visas, and tutoring.
The App).ied Language Institute
adheres to the TESOL (Teachers of
English to Speakers ofOther Languages)
Core Standards. The Applied Language
Institute is a member of: UCIEP: the
Consortium of University and College
Intensive English Pro'grams, which advances professional standards and quality instruction CIEE: Council on International Education Excha.nge
INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM
(IEP)
The Intensive English Progrrun is open
to students and professionals from all
over the world and offers:
- Year-round classes
- Semester sessions
- Small class size; maximum, 15
students
- Full-time study (20-25 class hours per
week), or part-time study options
- Student visas for full-time study
- Class levels from intermediate to ad-

v;mcoo
- Institutional TOEFL for full-time Intensive English Program students
The Intensive English Program
(IEP) at the University of MissouriRolla is designed to provide ints are
again tested at the end of each semester
of IEP coursework. Recommendations
. for promotion into a higher IEP level or
advancement into academiccoursework
are made by the IEP coordinator and
faculty based on the post-screening tests.
,
Ordinaril.y, the IE~ is open only to
students who mtend to pursue study at
UMR and who have been conditionally
admi tted to the University. If space
e~ is ts, international students already
adm itted to UMR and already taking
course work may enroll in IEP courseS
to improve English profi ciency remains
less than acceptable are enrolled in a
capstone multi-skills course.
Students in need of IEP work are
tested by the program's coordin ator and
faculty to assess their proficiency level
and to pl ace thcm in the progrrun. All

international students who have not
satisfied the University's language-proficiency requirements are required to
go through this testing. The test ing
consists of three components:
Michigan Test of .English Language
Proficiency (MTELP)
This standardized test evaluates the
student's abilities in grammar, reading
comprehension, and vocabulary.
VVriting Skills Proficiency Exam
This exam requires the student to di splay his/her ability to use idiomatic
English in writing.
Oral Proficiency Interview
This exam requires the student to display his/her ability to listen, to understand questions and instructions, and
to respond in clear, idiomatic English.
All students are again tested at (he end
of each semester of IEP co ursework .
Recommendations for promotion into a
higher IEP level or advancement into
academic coursework are made by the
IEP coordinator and faculty based on
the post-screening tests. Ordinarily,
the IE!;' is open only to students who
intend to pursue study ·at UMR and
who have been conditionally admitted
to the University. If space ellists, international students already admitted to
UMR and already taking course work
may enroll in IEP courses to improve
their English. In addition, if space permits, international persons with no academic affiliation with the University
may be admitted.
Students intending to enroll in the
IEP _~hould plan on arriving at UMR 2
'!!~eks prhjj tv ~~c sum or me SS;Sluii
for placement testing.
Students enrolled in IEP receive
certain services from ISP, one of which
is Airport pickup when you arrive in·
Missouri. A representative from the
ISPOffice will pick you and yourspouse
or family up at the St. Louis or Springfield, MO airport; HOWEVER, notification of your flight arrival date and
time must be received by the ISP Office
7 days prior to yo ur arrival so ·that we
can plan accordingly. We cannot guarantee transportation without this advance notice. A more detailed explanation of services provided to IEP students will be provided to yo u upon your
arrival at UMR.
For more information on the Intensive English Program, contact
Eunice French in the Office of International Students and Programs -ISP),
108 Norwood Hall, University of MORolla, Rolla MO 65401-0249 - 314341 -4208, FAX 31 4-341-6333).

Kamin Mesh
.. _ . _ .l!¥R Studen t

.~ --------------------------------

Wednesday, April 17, 1994
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1720 NORTH BISHOP ROLLA. MO 65401
TELEPHONE: 34)·3800 . .
JOY SULLIVAN OWNER/STYLIST '

Finally,

••
•
•
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aGrmlUJltion Present
you can really use!

Yf"Iou kill yourself for four years, you finally earn that degrae, and what do

V

you get? A pen and pencil set. Terrific.
Doesn't seem fair to us. That's why your Dodge dealer's offering a
graduation present you can actually use - $400 toward the purchase of a new
Dodge ~ You can choose just about any new model you want,t but here are a
few suggestions:

lesbian students, For that, we, the entire 1993194 Miner staff offer our deepest
apologies,
. The 1993194 Miller staff also apologize to the entire campus community. This
incident resulted in a terrible breach of journalistic ethics and we have let the
campus community down, For this we offer our deepest apologies,
The two staff members responsible for the modifications of the cartoon have
had personnel action taken against them, These actions were made by a 3/4 vote
of the Miner Editorial Board in a~rdance with our constitution. One staff
member has been suspended (as ofApril 14th) without pay for the remainder of
the year, The other staff member has been fued and permanently removed frOm
the Miner staff.
To ensure that an incident such as this never occurs again a nwnber of steps
will be taken. We will add a section to our policies and procedures that requires
the editor and managing editor to stay !IDtil the paper is completed and, with all
staff leaving the newsroom, they will together do the editorial oversight review
of the entire paper. Further we will add a section to our policies and procedures
that requires the faculty advisor at a full meeting of the Miner Board and all staff
at the beginning of each semester to review the code of ethics, to emphasize the
level of journalistic responsibility and care required of aU staff, and to emphasize
the need for the highest standard of journalistic ethics. The Miner staff, in
addition, will participate in a cultural awareness workshop as a requirement for
a staff appointment.
The earlier apology that appeared in the April 20th issue deserves an
explanation. Dr. Smith announced at the April 18th Forum that the apology would
be run on the front page but.the paper had gone to press earlier that day with the
apology on page three. The typographical error in the word apology was utterly
inadvertent, a result of one person dictating, another typing and printing without
proofing. That apology was perceived to be disingenuous. It was not. Both staff
members are truly sorry for their actions and wish to offer their deepest apologies.
The Missouri Miner is a student-owned, student-managed and studentoperated press. It is a free press and at public universities that means that the
content of the paper is controlled solely by students under ' the guidelines of
journalistic ethics. The alternative would be student newspapers controlled by
college and university administrations and subject to censorship. Student
newspapers could become house organs and that would be a press that was
anything but free.
.
. With such freedom comes enormous responsibilities , We, the Miner staff,
take these responsibilities very seriously and believe that for the overwhelming
proportion of the time, we have lived up to those responsibilities, In this current
incident, mistakes and unethical actions took place which we deeply regret We
believe, however, that as a result of the corrective measures noted above we will
be even more assured of fulfilling our responsibilities. And we hope to win back
the trust of the campus community.
Sincerely.
Carol Ann Smith (Faculty Advisor)
Jeff Lacavich (Editor-in-Chief)
The Entire 1993194 Missouri Miner Staff

"Automobile of tne r eaf." Af~a :t c6:TleS vvithdual airbags,tt cab-forward design for more
room , 132 horsepower engine, plus a
price just over $9,000 after rebate .

ii~~~~~
~

With an AM/FM stereo cassette, cast
aluminum wheels and power steerin g,
you've got all the looks to go with all the
power of America's only true mid-size
pickup - Dodge Dakota.

~~CHRYSLER
~

CREDIT

Ask your Dodge dealer about the extra credit '94 college graduate
finance plans available to eligible customers thr~ugh Chrysler Credit.

~ SEE YOUR LOCAL
~V~DODGE DEALER TODAY!
<Graduates must meet eligibility requirements. Not available in conjunction with certain other incentive offers.
See dealer for details. tExcludes Viper (if you can afford a Viper, $400 is pocket change) . « Base MS RP
after $400 College Graduate Purchase Allowance . Excludes tax. ttAlways wea r your seat belt.

~---------------

COPING WITH FINALS

Tuesday, May 3; 7:00-8:00 pm
G-8 TJ Hall - AEC
Facilitator: Dr. George Schowengerdt
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Every year, there is some group of students that tries to establish another
organization on this campus. This year, one of those groups is Gamma Beta
Sigma, a recently formed group of girls who are trying to bring another sorority
to UMR .
These girls felt the need to create another women's organization on
campus, and their ftrst inclination was to become a serv ice organization, with
the option of becoming a sorority later on. But after discussing this with
Student Affairs and the Greek Advisor, they decided to work onjust becoming
a sorori ty. One of the things that changed their mind was the fact that the only
way to be an all-women organization legally was to be a sorority. Also, it will
be easier to sLart out trying to be sorori ty, than to start as something else and
later.
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Laurie Wilman

Tht Lift and Timts ••• Tht last·tampaign
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the first Convention of the Bluebird Party. Thank you
all for coming out to support your candidate for Supreme Leader of the Universe. '1 could tell you how much that
means to me, but then I'd be wasting
your time and tax dollars and that just
wouldn't be right, so, for a change, I'll
get right to the point.
You should elect me to the position
of Supreme Leader of the Universe
because I'm the best candidate to elect
for the position. (Oops, sorry: I'vebeen
listening to my "How Politicians Mutilate the English Language" tapes by
Hooked-on-Phonics again.) I feel that
my achievements, which include having survived nearly two full years on
this campus without planting a bomb in
a random laboratory and never having
hunted down an advisor with a machete to persuade him to give me a
decent class schedule, should speak for
themselves. My background is clean -well, perhaps a little bit on the dusty
side-- and the only skeleton you'll fmd
in my closet is that of the occasional
plush animal who has been squeezed
just a little too hard before a Thermo
test or two. Not claiming, of course,
that I am by any means perfect, I do
have a few weaknesses --no, I do not
mean those that you tell that highly
naive interviewer when trying to get a
job: I'm too smart, I'm too perfect, I'm
too demanding of my co-workers. No,
my faults are more along the lines of
forgetting to water my plant every once

in a while and suffering from a slight
complex that I could, at any moment,
be swallowed whole by a crack in the
sidewalk. .. but aren't these the normal
fears that sImply prove to you that I am
human? Don't we all have our little
quirks, paranoias, and complexes?
Furthermore, you should vote for
me because I, unlike my opposition
who lists blowing up the earth as one of
his hobbies, care about your concerns
and can feel your pain as you receive
that grade card that screams out "You
used to be smart; what happened?" I
know what it is like to be disappointed
and have feelings of frustration. But I
also know the other side. I know how
to enjoy nature and see the miracle of
creation in those around me. I'm in
love with anything in flight -birds,
planes, kites, Dynamics books tossed
out of tenth floor windows- and can see
npt only the physics in the act, liut the
magic, as well. I believe in miracles,
and that nothing ever gets accomplished by violence and war. If that
makes me an idealist, then so be it, but
Idon ' t think you can have a competent,

~

sympathetic, true-to-the-needs-of-thepeople leader without a little bit of the
dreamer inside, too.
So, ladies and gentlemen, students,
faculty, and staff, please use this time
to carefully consider your options and
mark the box below with your choice:
myself, who has attempted to entertain
you every week for the past eight
months, or a three-foot tall faceless guy
in a skirt whose only friend is a tall,
purple, sneaker-wearing version of
Chewbacca. I thank you for your time
and support this year and throughout
my campaign, and greatly appreciate
your patience and the fact that every
once in a while, you actually smile
while reading my stuff. (Even if it's
just a smile of "Good grief, she' s lost
her mind," I'll take it more than willingly.) Take a moment to vote, and
since you all pass by Norwood Hall
sooner oflater, please place your ballot
in the box where you put 'Personals' as
soon as is physically possible, and I'll
have the results in next week's article.
So, stay tuned, true believers, may the
force be with you, and peace.

B A LLOT FOR SUPREME LEAD ER OF TH E UNIVERSE

andidate: M s. Laurie Wi lman
Running Mate: Mr. PeP<' the Wonder Bluebird
please check

Oll C: _ _

Candida te: Mr. Marvin the ~hrti a n
.' .
Running M ate: Mr. Fu zzy, Purple. Sneaker-Weanng ThlOpe:
please check one: _ _
AND TH AN K YQl ; FOR YOUR SU PPORT '!

Gamma Beta Sigma starting a new sorority on campus.
They feel stfongly that the campus needs another sorority.~ With the ones
here currently, there isn't enough variety and choice. This opinion is not solely
their's. Brenda Wiesler, a resident assistant, said,"With the number of
different opportunities to join fraternities, it's about time we had a new option
in sororities." Not only women, but men feel the addition of another sorority
would be beneficial. Mike Greenway, a sophomore, said, "I feel that adding
another sorority would add more variety to the Greek system." David Bodeen,
said,"The addition of Ii new sorority can only strengthen the Greek system."
Another reason the girls feel the need for another sorority is stated by Andrew
Davids, a sophomore: "1 think that the campus needs another one to keep up
with the growing female population." The female population on this campus
has risen in the past few years.
Other reasons the girls want to bring another sorority to the campus are a
little more personal. Each girl in Gamma Beta Sigma opted not to join the
existing sororities for one reason or another, but stili wished to be involved
in the Greek system. Most of the girls felt they wouldn't "fit in" to the current
ones, and therefore got together to try to get another one. They think it will be
a little different, just because the girls in it decided not to join a sorority in the
first place. As Jessica Barnett, president of Gamma Beta Sigma, put it:
" Instead of joining an existing sorority to gain an identity, we' re creating 1\
new one, therefore giving it an identity."
One of the requirements to become a sorority is campus approval. The
campus has to approve the organization, so it can be officially "recognized."
In order to become campus recognized, a group must discuss it's purpose,
constitution, and membership. It must prepare a constitution according to a
recommended format, which must then be checked to be sure that it does not
conflict with university regulations. After it has been checked, it must submit
ten complete copies of the constitution to the Office of Student Activities and
University Center, along with required forms for membership and officers. It
must obtain the written consent of a faculty or staff member of the university
to serve as an advisor to the organization. It must have at about ten members,
and elect officers. Official recognition is granted after approval from the
Academic Council and Student Affairs Committee.
Gamma Beta Sigma has met some of these requirements already. They
have more than ten members; in fact they have seventeen . They have elected
offtcers: nrp_<ident, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer. They are working

see Sorority, page 17
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Comedian Joan Fagan provides relief for students.
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Sports
Mens Intramural Athlete of the Year

University of MissouriRolla Rec Sports
Top 10 - Wrestling Resulls

Mens - Top 20 Overall Standings
IMPoinls

Organization

2l;53.5
2543
2439.5

I.SigmaNu
2. Sigma Phi Epsilon
3. Phi Kappa Theis
4. Lambda Ui Alpha
5.PiKappaAlpha
6.Tau Kappa Epsilon
7. KappaAlpha
8. Sigma Pi
9.QHA
1O.SigmaUi
11. Kappa Signut
12.TJ-N
13.SigmaTauGamma
14.BSU
IS. Squad
16.TJ-S
17.Acacia
18.AFROTC
19. Delta Tau Delta
20. THAI

2368

2304.5
2244.5
2108
2054
2044.5
1902

1711
1716
1412
1383
1379.5
1304
1303.5
1260.5
1165
1153.5

Wo~ensStandings

IMPoinls

~ization

691
666.5
S40.5
4S7
460
390.5
262.5
251.5
110
106.5

1. Zeta Tau Alpha
2. Chi Omega
3.TJHA
4. Kappa Delta
5.BSU
6.QHA
7.M-Cluh
8. CCF
9.ABS
1O.OOE
··~Ncws

& Info· .. •
·WeightliIting4/25 -4f28
• Job Opportunityl-lnlJamwal,upervisorfor"94-9S'
"Paid Weekly 2-3 Nighls per Week (SS.OO/HR.)
"Must have worked as IMA Ref ofin IMAI
·lnterested7ContactRobHolder(3414106)

l.SigmaNu
2. Kappa Alpha
3. Sigma Pi
4.QHA •
S. Pi Kappa Alpha
6. TI - South
7. Tau Kappa Epsilon
8. Phi Kappa Theta
9. Lambda UiA1pba
10.SigmaUi

265 pis.
253.5
253.5
242.5
235
227.5
220
212.5

20S
197.5

Top 10 - TennisResult5

1. Sigma Pi
2.SigmaNu
3. Pi Kappa Alpha
4. THAI
5.SigmaPhi Epsilon
S.SigmaCbi
7. Acacia

8. Phi Kappa Theta
9. KappaSignut
10.TSA
II.BSU

IOSpt5.
102

99
96

o(-~jIoI

123 - Delossantos- TJ-S

130 - Karfs - Phi Kappa Theta
137 -Lyncb-KappaAlpha
145 - <;bapman - Tau Kappa Epsilon
152 - Gibbs - Omega Psi Phi
160 - Armstrong - Sigma Nu
Mittenzway - Sigma Pi
167 -Guidry - Pi Kappa Alpha
.Outstanding Wrestler"
177 - Kwue - QHA

191- Clark : Lambda Chi Alpha
HWT - Nachtman - Sigma Nu

~:,.r 'ti,l

~,.s...: ~~

CHEVROl£T /GEO • PONTIAC' Ol.DSMOBILE • BUICK
CADIllAC • GMC Tl'lUCl( • GMAC ANANCIAl SERVICES
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UMR TAEKWONDO CLUB COMPETES IN STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
By Claire-Nechol Sevier

1994 W=tlingChampions

SHARING..{JYOUR
FUTURE
'
,": ","
...
... ",- " ,/'",.t ... __ .....1

Off the playing field, Bryan Clark is a senior in mechanical engineering with a 3.1 GPA and plans to graduate in
December of 1994. He is from Raymore, Missouri and attended Raymore-Peculiar High School. On campus Clark
is quite active. In his fraternity, Lambda Chi Alpha, he was rush chairman, social chairman, an Intramural Manager
Representative, and a 1994 St Pats Student Knight; in the Interfraternity Council (!FC) is currently the Rush
Chainnan; in ASHRAE, he is currently the Secretary-Treasurer; and by the way, he is a finalist for the IFC Man of
the Year.
As a recipient of the award, Clark will recieve a $50 bond and is invited to the M-Club Athlete Banquet at the end
of the year.

91.5
91.5
87
84
81
76.5
76.5

Ge nera 1 NI<:>tors
,_

The 'Intramural Managers Association's 1994 Mens Athlete of the Year is Bryan Clark from Lambda Chi Alpha.
Clark has shown why he deserves this award with his involvement and excellence shown in practically all of the
intramural sports this year; here are some of his achievements.
In the fall semester, Clark was the shortstop and coach of their softball team in Division One; in volleyball, he was
again the coach, captain, and best player on the team, in swimming, he was a qualifier for the finals in 3 events, and
in football, he played wide reciever, cornerback, kick-<>ff return man, and was the leading scorer on the team.
However, Clark only proved to get better in the spring. Clark was a starter in his basketball team, in badminton,
he led Lambda Chi Alpha's double team to fifth place; he is goalie and captain on the soccer team; in wrestling, he
is the champion of the 191 weight class and has retained the title forthe last two years. In track and field, Clark seemed
amazing. He qualified in both the 110m low and 65m high hurdles, finished second in the long jump, and is a 4 x 100
relay member. Also, Clark is a weightlifting competitor.

This past weekend there was a state championship for Missouri in which members of the TKO club participated. There
was a lot of team spirit there in spite of a few disappointments. Some members were not able to compete because there
was no one in their weight class and belt rank to compete with. (The "0" beside the medals won below denote this).
However, everyone who did compete physically won a medal in their division:
(2nd Dan)
(1st Dan)

Andrew McCullough
Randy Berry

1st place fonns (0), 1st place sparring
1st place forms,
2nd llace sparring

(recommended
black beit)

Jason Giles

1st place fonns,

(recommended
black belt)

Richard Wu

1st place sparring

(3rd
(4th
(4th
(4th
(4th
(5th
(5th
(61h

Willetta Fitzpatrick
Ching Din
Yadieh Fidel
Joe O'Flaherty
·Heather Freeman
Bill Fischer
Bill Gray
Claire-Nechol Sevier

1st place fonns (0),
1st place (0),
1st place forms (0),
3rd place forms,
1st place fonns (0),
1st place fonns,
2nd place forms,
I st place forms (0),

gup)
gup)
gup)
gup)
gup)
gup)
gup)
gup)

2nd place sparring

1st place sparring (0)
I st place sparring (0)
I st place sparring
1st place sparring
I st place sparring
2nd place sparring
3rd place sparring
1st place sparring (0).

Everyone. who competed did a good job. The coaching was done by all senior black belts and Mr. Kevin
Patlerson,
2nd Dan instructor from our Master Geautraux's dojo. Master Gautreaux is the UMR
TaeKwonDo Club's master and mentor. He is ranked as a 4th degree black belt and has won a number of
national championships. Master Gautreaux will be returning 10 the UMR campus the weekend of April 29th.
Anyone interesled in joining !his prospering club, come see what we are about. Our workou ts are from 46 pm every M,T,R,F.
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UMR Ten nis V~!!~Yt~T02!'!~~d~y~
UMR Tennis
Source

The Miner tennis team had a
difficult w~ek, losing 'matches to
Drury and Northwest Missouri
State, and faces a week in which it
will play its last fIve matches before
the conference championships open
on April 28.
UMR opened the week Tuesday
with a match at Webs~r University,
and has home meet slated for
Wednesday against Missouri-St:
Louis. The Miners ';"ill travel to
Kirksville on Thursday for a makeup contest with Northeast Missouri

( ' :'·1 '1
,.. .. 0 L .. - .

'Il " ..
,

' .

'face Washburn and Emporia State.
The Miners dropped their home
meet to Drwy 54 on Thursday. UMR
lost the fIrst four singles matches,. but
got wins rrom Steve Cezus (Shawnee,
Kan.) and Jorge Valle (paducah, KY)
in singles to pull within 4-2. The
doubles teams of CezusN aile and John
Gardner (Ash Grove) and William
Zung (Rolla) also won to even the
match, but the team of Methi Bengisu
(St. Petersburg, Fla.) and Matt Hamlin
. (Billings, Mont) was 'unable to pull'
out the victory.
Bengisu and Hamlin did come back
on Saturday"tO pic)c. up the 'Miners lone
win in the No. I doubles position,
beating the No. I Northwest team 8-6.
The Miners will take a 3-3 record
into the week's action.

College baseball alliance pitches for TV contracts
hers.
executive director of the Greater
Thus, a growing- interest to create an Houston Sports Association
organization to represent Division I (GHSA).
Universty Wire
·baseball spawned. In February 1993, a "All indications I've got is that
Source
study which entailed correspondence people are ready to do this," he said.
Juan C. Rodriquez
with the NCAA, athletic directors, the ' Anthony Abbatine, acting counsel
CFA, the national media and several for the MCBA, asked Askins to look
Baseball, like any other COllegiate coaching associations, revealed orga- into the possibility of striking a television contract. Askins' primary job
spOrI, is subject to the laws of business nizing such a group was feasible.
- the key edict being "grow or die." In addition to the television contract, at the GHSA is administering the
But without a voice projecting the ex- the organization's mostsignificantob- Smith "Player of the Year"·. Award
clusive concerns of NCAA Division I jectives, as stated in its Articles of and Smith Super Team awards.
Association, are as follows :
,Askins is currently visiting athletic
baseball, growth is stagnant.
Because of this need, the Major Col- * To provide !l '(Qrum where institu-.. directo~s ~d conference comm;'slege Baseball Alliance (MCBA) was tion~ with simifar phil'o S6ptii~si anil ·:. ·slon'~rS:' ~nafio.nwide,~ 'pitching the
formed in January. More than 50 base- baseball programs can exchange views MCBA and obtaining permission to
ball programs were in attendance at the concerning common problems, seek to negotiate a television contract for
organizational meeting of the MCBA attain-a unity of purpose on vital issues baseball only.
and plan legislative proposals for Based on meetings with ESPN,
in Anaheim, Calif.
CBS., Fox and Prime Network,
This alliimce would help maintain the NCAA action.
status of Minnesota and other northern * To communicate effectively and pro- ' Askins said there is considerable
programs on a level comparable to vide meaningful input ·to .the NCAA " intere~( in broadcasting college
southern programs. The group's pri- and its various- committees and ·task -- baseball. Many programmers feel
mary goal of the MCBA is to negotiate forces affecting intercollegiate athlet- the over-saturation of other colleics .
giate sports coupled with Major
a television deal for the 1995 season.
Gopher .coach John Anderson said·, * To help strengthen the baseball pro- Leagl'e. b~seball's desire to"cnange
"It's very .similar to the CFA (College grams of those institutions which' have networks creates a uni'que opportu.
Football Associati~ii). They go t' 16: • thedes'lre and cap~2iiy to compete at a nitY'for"ciJllege basebiilf.
After inking a deal the MCBA can
gether because they didn't think they high level of performance.
were being heard so they cut their own * To assure an equality and competi- begin lobbying for other issues .'One
tive opportunity for those institutions major focus would be elevating colTV deal."
lege baseball from its present status
College baseball saw a need for this with similar baseball .programs.
alliance since the American Baseball The television contract is the primary as' "just anOth~r spri;,g - sport" and
Coaches Association (ABCA) could -aim, .because such · a contract . Woul,\-. possibly overseeing a national- mar- .
notfunction as,a.full-fledged lobbying . generate 'a _source .of filnding for th.e. 'kei iri'g and development pl~n. ·
bnce',~stablished, MeBA could
,group for Division I baseball. ABCA's alliance's other. objectives ,
representation is too broad, covering ."Once there is money coming into the even deyelop' ~ew even~·.;"ithin colcommunity and junior college coach~s athletic departments baseball will lege. baseball, like an aU-star game,
in' addition to' National A ~sociation' of . have'mor'e c!out and we can startiobby- -"national t,9urnaments or preseason
intercollegiate Athletics (NAJA) mem- ing for other things, " said John Asi<;ins, events .
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Abbatine, acting counsel
CBA, asked Askins to look
ossibiIity of slriking atele.
nttacl. Askins' primary job
HSA is adminislering the
layer of the Year" Award
hSUpel ream awards.
currently visiting athletic
and conference commis.
latiollwide, pitching the
ndobtaining permission to
a television contract for

fH oJled to 9pS Pine! . ,

fitfDI
SCIENCE FIenON !. _FANrASY
COMICS • (JAMEs

)n1y.

n meetings with ESPN,

lX and

Prime Network,
aid there is considerable
in broadcasting college
Many programmers feel
·sawration of other colle·
HIS coupled with Major
laseball's desire to change
~eates a unique opportu·
ollege baseball.
ing a deal the MCBA can
bying for other issues. One
:us would be elevallng col·
ball from i~ present status
another spring sport" and
ov~ing a national mar·
pdevelopment plan.
' hed MCBA could
abl IS ,
' ..
I
~op newevenlS Within co .
bali like an all·sIM game,
tournamenU or preseason

Phone 364·4301

Shades of
Greek Week 1994

Moved to 905 Pine!

THe JVeW GUYS ALBUM ReVUeS
PAVEMENT
"Crooked Rain Crooked Raip" ~n Matador Records

by daryllindershock

Complacent whether by design or default, Pavement
has changed Ihe pace on this, their second album. One
thing they have fitfully managed to maintain is their ability
to not leI anyone know who
plays whal position in the band
or what Iheir full names are! 'As best as I can lell, there has
been a major change in players
wilh S. Malkrnus and Stairs
being the only members still
with the band since their first
album "Slanted and Enchanted. :
Crooke d Rain open s up
I.\'llh "'s ilente K I t! " ,111t!lhe voo.. ,Ii') 111l111\.."t!i akl y 1~ " l lnJ nlC of :

s (or a dull dude

\' . ..: ",\'
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~
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....-1

.d

I

I:

now," but immediately picks up th epace with "Cut your
hair" their KO punch on this album _ Here they take a jab
at the inusic industry's pretty
boys where bands are marketed by their looks not ability. This is areal good song .
"Range Life" slows the
pace back down wilh a
somewhat country/rock
twang, but nOI in a bad way!
In this song they take a crack
al the Smashing Pumpkins
with ".. . nature's kids but
they don't have no function .
I don't know what they need,
and I could really give a
f"' *k."
Ove r a ll. P a\'~ mcnl has
lu ll\..' .J rC..1ll y ~v.. dl Job with
-!II' ..1Jbull1 11110 .Ir..: cn~in g
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CAN I r:lADG£ THESE. FIGURES

THe DELTA

LETS SEE," f'LL CLAIM

r

MoTHER AS A DEPENDENT;
DEDUCTTHE CIGARS A) A

. BUSINES5 EXPEN)E, OVEI<VAU~E
THE DEPRECIATION ON THE
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I

The Far

I

I

I

BURNT PI

Sid~
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John Denver on the comeback trail
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" Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! ... You' re .in my favorite
cha ir again. Carl."
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\IIENT rJoWN 70 oNe of 7i{e Lt'f k~ SIDE
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by Gary Larson

. Listen! There's more: 'I've named the male

Ie big ears' Bozo, and he is surely the nerd of
OCiai group - a primate bimbo, if YQu' will.'"

Only they know the difference .
Centipede parking lots
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University of Missouri-Rolla

GREAT ESCAPE OFFER

GROTTO

V Can't flee Rolla with all
of your possessions?

CORNC...R OF 12Trl & PINE.

V Ship some of that stuff
home via Mail Boxes Etc .

~
week: Ma

364-3311

and uMR

Right Next to Campus

.NEW OWNERSHIP
TAKE A:::NJ..N":AGE OF CUR SPEClAL PruCES
eN YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS

r' ~ - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
I
I

i
I
i
I

SPECIAL UMR OFFER -

COli.

Ship one box home and save
$2 off on the second one!
UMR discounts 6n moving, storage l10xes and tape!

....:.. :.:. :: :

_ _ _ _ _•

I

iI
i

MAIL BOXES ETC:
1028 S. U.S. 63·Southslde Shoppers World·364·0006

L _______ O~.~"~3~~

'/)011

I

I

....;...-.J

ENJOY OUR l.A.fIGE 5ECl-ECTION OF G.AMES I. MUSIC

Daily LUnchSpecilIls

.

Mon & Th~

·'

.

-OUli ... ; S1.25
Chili Do g

Tue &:. Fri

Taco

Wed

. ..

S 1.7 5
$ .75

Bl:.-nto . Sl~50
Beef Stew $2.00

Br.ng tt:s ad in for Discour.t!-.~
. ' ", : . .
.'

\.

Looks like a
Vivarin night.·
The big one's onlyU hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
clilSS, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours .
. So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake ... make it
a Vivarin night!

~~-- -

;'·.''' t,·~, 1".:[1 ,
..
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.. ',
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,\

\'i ..··A RJN :

What can I .s:
"Wahoo". ~
, but I really;
Granted, I k
know most a
of my hand,
onCD.

~2271
l99.1 Wednesday,
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away, You
ttentionin
lu'vegotta
>etter keep
mciosing,
hVivarin,
5 coffee, it
ikeepyou
I mentally
for hours,
your most
JfOblem to
ds how to
,.. make it
trinnight!
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Captain Goatee's Weekly Review

~

Captain Goatee
StatT Writer

This week: Material Issue, Beck,
Luna, and UMR's own Sidio And
Hall!
Well kids, this week marks the
debut of two new writers to the Captain Goatee column. Give a big hello
to Angie and Darrick. They' ve been
given the torch to carry the Miner's
music reviews into the future since the
good Captain is graduating.
The other big news of the week is,
of course, the release of Sidio and
Hall's first CD and cassette! (Wild
Applause).
That's
right,
Sidiosyncrasies and Hallucinations
has fmally come back from the printers in time for the big Sidio and Hall
album release party on April 29 . It will
be at the Blue Heron Rookery and
Sidio and Hall will be joined by Blake
Travis on percussion, ' Greg Spillman
on cello and bass, and Luce and Richie
Myers on harmony and harmonica. It
should be a great show! (Call 762BIRD for details.) Come pick up a CD
and aT-shirt and help support our most
famous professor, Dr. Hall.

Album Review
Sidio and Hall
Sidiosyncrasies and Hallucinafions
Ozarkangel Music
Rt 2, Box 179
Rolla, MO 65401
10 goatees
What can I .say about th~s ,other
than "Wahoo". Maybe I'm a bit biased, but I really; really like this album. Granted, I know Sidio and Hall
aod I know most of this songs like the
back of my hand, but it's so nice to
have them on CD. And, not only is it
just regular Sidio and Ha]lthat I have,
it's Sidio and Hall plus Blake Travis
on congas, Greg Spillman on bass and
cello, Luce Myers on back-up vocals,
Richie "bleeding gums" Myers on hai:
monica, and Becky Logan ' on flute.
These are some of ihe absolute best
musicians in the :area, and it's so neat
to hear them on an albJlm which
sounds so great.

Crossed Lovers", In fact, I was
amazed to find just how good the serious lyrics are after I looked at the lyric
sheet. And as I listen to the album,
these songs play tricks on my mind.
See, with about half of these songs, I'll
hear the first chords and say to myself
"That's my favorite Sidio and Hall
song." Well, a song or two later, I end
up saying the same thing.
First there's "Spam." If any song has
come to be synonymous with "Sidio
and Hall, this tune about the food
which "fits so neatly in the can, slides
into your hand" is it Right after that,
you hear "Ice Cube's Chance in Hell."
Now this was my favorite Sidio and
Hall song for a while, but like I said
before ...
The album goes on, and we get
treated to a lovely version of "Anyone
Who Hears" backed by Greg
Spillman ' s masterful cello. Then
there's Luce Myers' harmony on
"Front Porch Toad." And while I'm
still singing along, I get blown away
by Richie Myers' harp on " Running".
What can I say. Richie blows a mean,
mean harp. Awesome.
And all that is just through the first
half of Sidiosyncrasies and Hallucina!i2m. The second half gets you such
Sidio and Hall favorites as "Road Kill
Blues, " Steve Key's " If My Wheels
Skid in the Rain" (which I always call
"Didn't really die"), and "Life" with a
great flute part courtesy of Becky
Logan.
But the real gem of the whole album is bluesy "My Baby Loves Me."
It's a middle aged love song that features lines like "He ain ' ( no Chippendale: he's a little bit round, a little
forgetful, it don't matter no how .
'Cause when he holds me I quiver like
-jelly. Let me tell you girls he' s got a
magic belly."
That's really the Sidio and Hall
spirit It doesn 't matter who you are or
what you're like, everything's cool as
long as you laugh along and have a
good time. So come on folks, if you
still haven ' t caught on to Sidio and
Hall fever, it's about time. - Capt.

Goatee
(To get ahold of the Sidio and Hall CD,
either go to tlje album release party on
April 29th at the Blue Heron Rookery
or try to track down Dr. Rich Hall in
the Psychology Department)

Album Review
Beck
Mellow Gold
Geffen Rec~rds (1994)
8 Goatees

There are two sides to Sidio and
Hall - silly and serious. The "silly"
side is ftIled with songs like "Spam"
and "Road"Kill Blues," and the "serious" side comes from songs like "Ice
Cube's Chance in Hell" and "Star

With lyrics like "I am a loser baby,
so why don't you kill me," you just
had to know that Beck's new release,
"Loser", would be a big hit among the
"lost" generation. So who is Beck?
Well imagine if you would, had Trent
Reznor of Nine Inch Nails been born
somewhere in backwoods Kentucky,
his music would almost certainly
sound like Beck's new album. Its sort

of a drunken industrial music that has
been slo",ed down a bit, with the harsh
grating guitars replaced with an acoustic guitar and screaming replaced with
Beck's more slurred and distorted vocals.

ary, while on tour supporting their
Destination Universe album, I set up
' an interview. During the interview,
Jim Ellison told me that their influences were "P unk bands, The
Ramones, and pop bands we heard on
the radio." After asking about his song
writing he laughed and let me in on a
little secret of his . "I can't tell you
about that because it takes all the fun
away." I guess I must have looked a
little puzzled because he continued by
saying, "You see if I told you about a
song and it was something nasty then
you wouldn't like it anymore."
This particular album, Freak City
Soundtrack. is still full of catchy tunes
so, I have a feeling that song writing is
still fun for Jim Ellison. Material Issue
has this way of writing these great
But before you write Beck off as songs that are mostly about girls.
another pseudo-angst alternative "Going Trough Your Purse" is a song
wannabe, listen a little closer to the that Ellison wrote when he said he
tracks on this album. There is a "gave into temptation and broke the
subtlety to Beck's work that kind of Cardinal Rule of Romance: Never go
creeps up on you. His music is simple, through a women's purse." And, if
yet intricate, and it grows on you. you have ever had a bad day, try turnBeck has quite a few tricks up his ing up. "Ordinary Girl" and screaming
sleeve, and even though his music along the lyrics. After all, this song is
doesn't necessarily break new ground, "dedicated to all the women with a
it certainly is fresh. Indeed Beck has splitting headache." My favorite track
not just thrown this album together, he is "I Could Use You." Ellison says. "I
has skillfully used sound effects and was waiting for my girlfriend to put on
sounds to create a surprisingly catchy, her make up." This really struck me
yet "mellow" effect - Darrick
funny how some women feel that they
must paint their faces to be attractive.
I personal don't fmd this very heathy,
after all why should you have to hide
your natural beauty? Humm ... Just a
MATERIAL ISSUE
random thought, but notice that guys
Freak City Soundtrack
don't paint their faces .
Mercury (1994)
Sorry, I got oft track anyway g~ys
Angie has no goatee ...
don't feel left out they have also manMaterial Issue's new release is
aged to included some great songs
entitled Freak City Soundtrack. Yes, it
about crushes and people you're better
is something to write home about.
off without. "Help Me Land" is anOkay, fust let me just tell you a little
other strong track. I think Ellison puts
about the history of Material Issue. It
it best when he said "Have you ever
gotten high? Sometimes we all drink
to much and fall down. Wouldn't it be
to have someone help us land?" Well,
we wouldn ' t know anything about that
in Rolla now would we?
So, there yo u have it That's pretty
much what I think of the album, and as
far a rating it in goatees go, I have no
facial hair, which in this case I think is
a good t.hing. Plus, who am I to say if
you will like it. My suggestion would
be to call KMNR ask them to play it
and if you like it, then by all means go

(if you happen to be familiar with
them), their music is a combination of
mellow, up beat folk-rock, and New
Zealand pop.
With Bewitched, Luna has moved
more towards a sound of the Chill' s
soft pop and towards the driving beats
of the Velvet Underground. (Luna
opened for the VU reunion tour and
VU guitarist Sterling Morrison plays
on a few tracks of Bewitched.) The
sound is a lot fuller than on Lunapark
and this may be due to the addition of
Sean Eden on guitar.
For those of you who don't have a
clue about any of these bands, then let
me try to explain. Dean Wareham's
Galaxie 5()() distinguished itself by
making some of the most beautiful,
comatose music in the world. It was
slow, quiet, mellow, and still managed
to be pop music through it's dreamy
haze. Add"to that the very upbeat and

Album Review

all began back in 1987, when Jim
Ellison, his guitar, and his voice, lead
him to recruiting bassist/schoolmate
Ted Ansani and later drummer Mike
. Zelenko through an ad in the local
paper. They began making music that
later could only be described as "Material Issue". In 1991, they signed to
major label Mercury and released h
temational PQP Overthrow which had
two major hits " Valerie Loves Me"
and "Diane." In 1992, they hit the "big
time" with the release of Destination
Universe and the bands biggest hit, so
far, " What Girls Want"
. After seeing the band perform in
St. louis in October of 1991, I was
quickly drawn in by their very distinctive and catchy songs. So, last J anu-

out there and buy it Thanks to "Captain Goat-Cheese" for the chance to do
a review, and hey, support college
radio! - Angie

Album Review
Luna
Bewitched
. Elektra (1994)
6 goatees
Bewitched is the second album
from Luna and it has been long
awaited by me. Luna was formed by a
few years back by a member of
Galaxie 5()(), a member of The Feelies,
and a member of The Chills. And as
you' d expect from those three bands

very beautiful pop of The Chills
brought by bassist Justin Harwood and
the peppy percussion of The Feelies
from Stanley Demeski. and what you
get is a band that's mellow and upbeat
at the same time. Odd on paper, just
right on the album.
Bewitched is a fairly good album
from Luna. There will be some who
can't get enough (fans of The Chills'
Submarine Bells will love it), but the
sound is slightly muddied and unfocused. The mixing of so many influences is like cooking food. Put together correctly, it' s a many textured
delicacy. Put together wrong, it's
mushy baby food. Luna has the all
right ingredients, but there are a few
places where we start to get baby food.
No matter though, Bewitched is still a
nice second album, and Luna is surely
on the road to becoming a classic.

Capt. GoaJee

Next Week: A little bit of this, and a
little bit of that..

Goatee Rating System
10 - Phenomenal
9-8 - Excellent
7-6 - Good
5 - Acceptable
4-3 - Poor
2-1 - Landfill Material
So terrible, you must have it...

o -
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Time Killers
65.
66.
68.
70.
71.
72.

ACROSS
\. High card
4. Globule
8. Uncooked
11. Slender stalk
12. Walk in waler
13.5011
14. Preposition
IS. Put Into service
17. Number
19. Female appellaUon
2\. Aged
23. Golfer's need
24. Hereditary unit
26. Allow
28. Armt'd service

4(; . Stn!

.48.
SO.
52.
53.
55.
57.
59.

Ed..
Cia ..
Gnat
Town In Oklahoma
Yawn
Rood (abbr.)
Some
60_ Likely
61. Sun
63. Baseball sUck
67. Southern state (abbr.)
69. Eastern state (abbr.)

DOWN

2. Cerium sy mbo l

3. flightl ess bird
4. Li\'e
S. Sun god
6. Lyrical poem
7. Animal skin
8. Unco\'er
9. Eon
10. Victorious
11. Male deer
16. Yet
18. E\'en (poetic)
20. Direc tion (abbr.)
22. Prolection
25. Misc hievous imp
27, Scottish cap
29. Vigor
30. Affirmatin
32. Mother (slang)
34. Beanr conslruclion
36. Sidekick
37. Expire
39. Fish eggs
40. Shorl sleep
43. Remo\'e from counlry

Dres.s fashion
Tell an untruth
Paid (.bbr.)
Man in cbarge of workers

41. Southern slate (abbr.)
42.
44.
45.
47.
49.
51.
54.
56.
58.
59.
62.
64.

E\'en
Water game
Mimicked
Explosin
Dash
Black street substaDce

J. Make amends

31 . Tret
33.
35.
36.
38.

;

Assist
Day of week (abbr .)
Damage
Look at suggestively
Time zone (abbr.)
Assume a posture
Hog
Auricle
Hotdog holder
Smells
Toss slowly
16th Greek leiter

Puule No. 222

"

see Solutions, page 1
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Made in America
Tara

Personals

J

I'm going to miss you nextsemesterl It won't
be long before 111 be up there with you! Yea.h!

The UMRSymphony Band, under the direction
of UMR's ,new Director of Bands Dr. Douglas
Stotter, will present its second concert of the
Winter Semester Sunday, May 1 at 3:00 p.m . in
Leach Theater of Castleman Hall.

ZLAM-YBS
ZetaAlwns are way cooll Thanks fo r all youda
forus!

Congrats to Lissy Kuenzel
Panhel woman of the yearl

DawnS

Tara J.andStacey
You guys are doing a great job! Keep up the
goodwodcl

We think

you'~

cool!
LoveS&L

Zeta.

The concert features music by American composer on American themes. Included is Robert
Russell Bennet's "Suite of Old American
Dances," Charles Ives' "March Intercollegiate,"
and two works ·by William Schuman based on
Revolutionary War tunes, "When Jesus Wept"
and "Chester."

The Godz are awesome
Lambda Sigma PI
Get psyched for our rush party.

5hawn
We do have the best rooml Thanks fo r all
the hours of great gossip & just for being a great
friend! You're the best

ZlAM
Lesli e

Amy, Mindy, Lynda, T J . & Julie
Get psyched fo r Rush Week 941

Rayno
Congratulations
Zlam·Da~

Francie and Deanna
Get psyched for Suprise Weeki I

Z1am

•

ZETAS!!
Get psyched for the ~ ll!!
Dee
''It
So when is the wedding?

Admission is free and the public is
invited.

ZJam Dawn

Zeta loves Doris and we are glad to have you
around for another year!

Jill, Rachel, Stacey & Shanon

Ice cream anyone?!
Kelly
Next yea r will be bette r. I promisel
Zeta loves Dawn

CongralS to Leslie Frost, l994 Athena,
Have fun but don't get too crozy! l
Your Zeta Sisters

,,'

, "
J

.. , .....
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,
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"

, I
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•
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Z1am DawnS.

'"

,
.

For more information contact:

Amy, Molner, Lisa, Erica, Christina, Nancy,
Dyan, Lissy, Janice, Laura & Christine
We're gonna miss you all next semester!
Come bach & visit a loL

............ '~ . .......... "'" "" .... ·.r.'O\,.·~~ ~f-V::
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Douglas Stotler, director
University Bands
132 Cast leman Hall
341-4698

UMR Performing Arts
. Department
127 Castleman Hall
341-4185
'
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46, S'1II

41.F.djt

lil.a..

Live latin Band from
5 t Lou is will
perform on May 7

51. ROOd (abb! )

59. So..

.

6O. lil~

61. S"

63· a.....n slkl
61. Soatbon

""'(abbr.)

. Eas'''s~''(lbbr.)
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Dance begins
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at 9:00 PM .
01:00 AM
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Let Your

Degree
Put You

In The
Drive..-s
Seat.
As a Spring '94 graduating senior, you're entitled to a great deal on
wheels from Boaonen's. Just ask any participating area dealer about
our special graduation loan offer on a new or used auto. With good
credit, proof of employment, and little or no down payment, we'Uget
you rolling. And, best of all, your first payment is deferred for 90 days.

Seeger Toyota
YorH Used Cars
Ai
Chrysler, Inc.
Fait;grounds Chevrolet
Schweiss Motor Company

*st

Hutcheson Ford Sales) Inc.
Denny Ford Lincoln Mercury
Roger kdams Motor Company
Seller-Sexton Mitsumshi Company

UMR Returning StuclentsDon't take your checking account home for the summer.
Enjoy no monthly service charge on your Boatmen's
account from June through August.

lui
~

IiiII!!!

BOATMEN'S·
ROLLA

BANK OF

~r-':J
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Comput~r

Policy Qommitte suggests
hardware improvements at UM R
Da n E ngle
ST UCO SOURC E

In an open door meeting on Friday,
April 15, the Computer Policy 'Comminee met with Dav id Deart h of UMR
Computing Services and made suggestions based on a list of computing needs
for the upcoming year and beyo nd . Mr.
Dearth presented the list which contained prices for various actions that
Computing Services could take upon
approval by Vice Chancellor Gajda.
These actions included upgradi ng the
NIC servers and adding more disk
. space to those servers; upgrad ing Saucer, the campus general purpose Unix
system; upgrading several 386 Novell

UMR offers'" Legal aspects
of Surveying" course
News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA. Mo, -The continuing
education program at the University of
Missouri-Rolla will offer a videotape
series on the legal aspects of boundary
surveying from Aug. 23 to Nov . 29 at
!he J.C. Penney Continuing Education

_
,

News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - Dr. Frank D.
Blum, Curators' Professor of chemistry at the University of Missouri-Rolla,
has received a $10,000 grant from
Exxon Education Foundation to study
polymer diffusion in oilS. Among !heir
benefits, polymers keep sludge formed
in motor oils from depositing on engine
parts and increase oil 's perform ance at
higher temperatures.
Blum will use nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging (NMR) spectroscopy - a technique similar to the

magnetic resonance im agery (MRI)
used in medical imaging - to measure
the speed of these molecules.
"We're trying to learn more about
how these molecules behave, and one
way to do that is to measure how fast
they move, through a process known as
. diffusion," Blum says .... We would also
like to know how the polymers ' tie up'
the sludge."
UMR was se lecte d for the
foundation 's research and training
award based on Blum's research in the
field and the research's relevance to
PARAMINS, an Exxon chemical company. Exxon Foundation's research
and training program supports highquality science and engineering departments and their research.

E' v "",

w I:!

and will increase the speed by a large
factor. The 9000/755 would then be
used for Numerically Intensive Computing purpos es. Thi s will cost
$27,300 if the two HPs are purchaSed
before May 28_ After the discount
offered by HP expires then, they will
cost $34,05 6. 3. That approximately
$20,000 be spent to put Windows 3.1,
DOS 6.2, and MathCAD 5.0 on all the
CLC Novell servers. The expanded
use of Windows software may show
some ineffectiveness in the Novell
setup, and the servers that aren' t effective will be replaced later. The Computer Policy Committee will meet with
Vice Chancellor G ajda on Friday,
April 29, at3:30 p.m. in 208 Physics. If
you would like to see some or aU of
these changes happening on campus,
you ' re invited to watch or join in the
discussion of this proposal.

~--------------------------------------

Rf

Building on the University of Missouri-SI. Louis campus. The series is
intended for those seeking to become
registered land s~rveyors and for li- ·
censed land surveyors. Classes will be
held on Tuesdays at 6 p.m. The instructor for the course is Dr. Richard Elgin,
adjunct professor of civil engineering
at UMR. The fee for the course is $300.
Registration deadline is Aug. 9. For
more information contact Walter L.
Ries, UMR Continuing Education, 103
ME Annex, UMR, Rolla, Mo. 65401 ,
or call (314) 341-4132.

UMR receives $10,000 grant

servers to raster 486 mach ines and
installing Windo ws in all of the Computer Learnin g Centers; continuing
Faculty Development Workstation and
Special projects; and adding di alup
servers at UMSL and UMKC so that
Kansas City and Sl Louis UMR students wouldn ' t have to go through
those univerSIty networks in order to
access their Roll a electronic mail from
their homes. The committee voiced its
op inio n and heard others fro m the
Computer Advisory committee. The
Computer Policy committee then voted
to suggest the fo llowing items" for ap proval by VC Gajda: I. That the Faculty Develop ment maintenance fund
be used to help replace the Aamazing
monitors that are fa ili ng on campus. 2.
That Saucer, now an Hewlett-Packard
HP 9000/755, be replaced by two HP
9000{735s, which are more upgradable
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Dr Jam'~s Stoffer to give "Last Lecture"
News Services
SOURCE

The United Ministries ' in Higher
Educaiion will again sponsor "The
Last Lecture," a series in which University of Missouri-Rolla faculty and
staff are invited to speak as if it were
!he last lecture of their life. If that were
the case, what would they say, and
what issues would be of paramount
importance?
This semester's lecture, given by
Dr. James Stoffer of UMR 's Chemistry
department, will be on Wednesday,
April ~:7 at 6:00 p.m. U.M .H.E. at the
Wesley Foundation is located at 403
W. 8th Street across from the Post
Office.
Dr. Stoffer obtained his B.S. degree from Mount Union College in
Alliance, O hio (1 957) and his Ph.D.

United MlnI.trio. photo

Dr. Stoffer will speak on the
rewriting of history
from Purdue University (1961 ). After
a Post-Doc tor al appo intm e nt a t
Cornell University, he joined the University of Missouri-Rolla where he is
now Professor of C~emis try anq p irec-.

tor of !he Materials Research Center.
Dr. Stoffer' s research began in
organic chemistry and now is centered
in the area of Polymers and Coatings
Science. He has authored papers on
microemulsion polymerization processes and on polymerization ofliquid
crystals. In 1986 he introduced ultrasonic dispersion of pigments for paints
and in 1991 ultrasonically initiated
free radical catalyzed polymerization.
He has continued this work with Dr.
Oliver Sitton.
Along with Dr. Delbert Day, he
prepared the fIrst transparent composites for use as aircraft windows. Dr.
Stoffer has published some 75 technical papers and has several patents. He
has received three Faculty Excellence
awards and has been selected as an
outstanding teacher by UMR students
fIve times.
The Last L ecture is entitled
. "Life 's Three Greatest Decisions in
Light of The Rewriting of American
History." Call 364-1061 with any
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* EXTRA INCOME '94 *
Eam $200 - $500 weekly mailing 1994
Travel brochures. For more infonnation
send a se~ addressed stamped envelope
to: Travel NetworK, P.O. Box 612530,
Miami;FL 3.3161

from page 2
qualified adults fo r the 1994-95 school year. This

progr.un.

·Current UMR students · 2.0 Son. & CUM

unique p rogram is designed to assist the growing

Requirements:

GPA and bein g in good academ icstand ing

nwnber of adults who are retuning to college or

· Member of Rolla A rea (phelps County)
NAACPB ran ch (ifcumnt UMRstudent)

April30,1994.

photometrics,computer scienceortechnology,and

• Applicant's penn anent residence as indicated on

FORT LEONARD WOOD CHAPTER, THE

• Must be a US citizen

beginnin g for the first time. To be eligible fo r an

college records or the h igh school record must be

REnREDOmCERS ASSOCIA nON.

• Must identify or establish thesis subject if appli-

Orville Red enbacher's Second Start Scholarship,

within the stale of Kansas o r Missouri and either (a)

• S500scholarshipto defray education al expenses.

cable, and is possible, an abstract or precis of the

• Fordependents of active duty, retired, or deceased

intended area and nature of investigation.

hi administered in 2 install-

you must be 30 years orolder at the time of applica·

within a 150 mile radius from a pointon the Kansas!

ments,o[5300; the first installment,!'ill be available

lion and be mrolledorplanning to enroll part·time in

. MissouristatelineathighwayI-3S:or(b) withina25

wh en the Fall semester begins, the second install-

an undergraduate o r graduate degree program at an

ment will be available when the Winter semester
begins. Contingent upon maintenance of a 2.0 se-

The grant will

I

•

'/..///

I

standards

.

infomu.tionmanagement.

officers.

• Applications must be receivednotlaterthanMay

mile radius of the main U.S. Post Office at the

.. Must be recommended by a member in good

1,/994.

accredited college 0 r un iversi ty .

m ailing address of a current MClB member.

stand ing of the FLW Chapter, TROA

For more Informa tion and appllcat lon contact

APPLICATIONS AV AILABLE IN THE STU·

• Applicant must bepursuinga Bachelo rofScience

.. Forundergmduate or graduate students

MAJ Don White, Room 310 Harr ls Hall, 3414738.

DENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, G · 1

or higherdegree that includes concrete and concrete

.. High school and UMR transcripts required

PARKE R HALL.

d esign courses as an integral part of their degree

• Must be at least a half-t ime student

fi nancial need, academic potentia!, and service to

ALL APPLICA TIO NS M UST BE fi!.SL

program at an accredited college o runiversity.

.. Completed application must be received on or

NEW YO RK CITY POST, SOCI ETY OF

school, church andcommunity.

~

• Applicant mus t be enrolled in or have completed

before May 15,1994.

AMERICAN MI LITARY EN GINEERS
(SAME)

m ester andcum. GPA.
The grant will be awarded on the basis of

t transparenl compos'

He

\..

on the colIslitution , and have already discussed their purpose with Siudent
Affairs Director Joe Ward. They still need an advisor, and to complele their
constitution to gain campus approval.
Gamma Beta Sigma also has to gain approval from the Panhellenic
Council on this campus, and the National Pan hellenic Council to bring
another national sorority to this campus. If the girls can function as a group,
and gain campus approval, the Council will check into the need for another
sorority.
The girls feel they will get positive reactions and. a lot of support from the
existing fraternities, sororit ies, and other Greek organizations. They hope a
lot of people are interested in joining, as they are lookin'g for new members.
The girls seem very enthusiastic, and have high hopes for the future. They are
looking at someday being equivalent to the current sororities in membership, activities such as intramurals and community services, and recogni.
tion. They know it's not going to happen overnight, but with hard work and
determination, they think it will happen.
The girls had several meetings with R. Mark Potrafka, the Greek
advisor, to discuss their purpose and the various things they needed to do to
become a sorority. Mr. Potrafka is very supportive of their cause. He feels
that the campus needs more sororities to strengthen the entire system, and
that new sororities "inject good things" into the system. He believes that of
all the groups he's seen try to do what they're doing, these girls are the most
serious about it, and have the strongest commitment "Starting a new
organization ("..an be a tre!!!€-ndQus tlting," he said. "I admire the peQP!e that
are willing to give of themselves to make it happen because it takes time and
commitment' and it's well worth the effort "
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concrete orooncrete design courses.

FormoTe infonnation and application contact ~W

decisionwill bcmadebyMayI 6,1994. Application

TH E MIDWES T C ONC RET E IN DUSTRY

• Applicant must not be a son, daughter, grandson,

Don White, Room 310, Hams Hall, 3414738.

foons are available from: Rolla Area (phelps

BOARD, INC . S C HOLARSHIP The Midwest

granddaughter, niece, or nephew of an advisory

, nll1 studen~
ler by U,U'

County) NAACP Branch; P.O . Box 1543; Rolla,

Co ncreteIndustryBoardhasestablishedaperpetual

Committee member.

T HE AFCEA EDUCATIONAL FO UNDA· -"

.. Must bea U.S. Citizen majoring in engineeringor

M065401

fund known as the Mid-W est Concrete Industry

• Pa rt-time student applic:ants will be limited to

nON POSTGRADUATE FELLOWSIHPS

anengineering-rd a tedfield .

. enlitl ed
Leclure is
.
Dec~iO!l5 III
lrealest
.can
. ' of An>eo
!wnung
·th anY

314-341·2667 (h)or3 14-34 1-4771

Board Education Fund. The Fund is an endowment

junio r classslatus orapove. The scholarship awa rd

• $3,000 Fellowship

• Award m us~ be used by a full-time student du ring

fund th at will provide financ ial assistance to college

to pa rt -time students will be commisemte with the

• Fields of study encompass but are not limited to

the 94J95 school yea r.

Sfl'U

:~::P;~:U~nce

been selecled as an

364.1061 w) ..

... "LaSI~'
".e, , . . '

Application deadline is April 30, 1994 and

• One $1 ,000 award to a UMR studt:nt member of

SAME.

1994-95 ORVILLE REDENBACHER'S SEC·

•engi neering students pu rsuing a Bachelorof Sc ience

coslS .

electronics, electricalo rcommunicationsengineer-

• Deadline is April30,1994,

OND START SCHOLARSIHP PROGRAM

"or h igher degree tha t includes con crete and concrete

Applicati ons avaliable at the Finan cial A idOffice.

ing,math ematics,physics,photometrics.compute r

Formore info nnation and application contact MAJ .

as an·integral part of their degree

Deadline: Applicatio n receipt date willbeclosedon

scienceor technology,andinformationmanagement

Don White, Room 310 , Harris Hall, 3414138 .

. Thirty 51 ,OOC' scholarships will be distrib uted to

deSign-courses
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UMR student receives National
Science Foundation fellowship
News Services
SOURCE

David Hockanson, a graduate student in 'electrical engineering at the
University ~f Missouri-Rolla, has re. ceived a three-year fellowship from the
Nation,al Science Foundation to con-

netic compatibility. Hockanson, a
1988 graduate of Bolivar (Mo .) High '
School, is the son of Loren af\d Leslie
Hockanson of Flemington, Mo. He and '
his wife Elizabeth live in Jerome, Mo.
The three-year NSF Graduate Fellowship provides $8,600 a year for tuiti~n
and fees, along with' an annual stipend
of $ 14,400, based on annual review~,
Hockanson holds a bachelor,of science
degree in electrichl engineering from
UMR and will ' receive his master's

degree in the s;une discipline this summer. He will begin work toward a
doctorate in electrical engineering in
the · fall. Under the direction of Dr,
James Drewniak, assistant professor of
electrical , engineering at UMR,
Hockanson is developing a method that
,:ould help engineers detect radio signals that are emitted by the electronic
circuitry of computers and other prod- '
ucts. The signals could interfere with
the computers' operation. ,

Stuco attempts to network computers
SluCo
SOURCE

Student Council is campaigning to
. connect both dormitories an,d the
Greek houses to ·the campus computer
network. The only'obsta~l~ standing in
their way is the cost. The fiber optics
. cable required for the computers has
already been laid. In order for the
networking to be connected to personal
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Science .from page 1 VMA
his wife Elizabeth live in Jerome, Mo.
The three-year NSF Graduate Fellowship provides $8,600 a year for' tuition
and fees, along with an annual stipend
of $14,400. based o~ annual reviews.
Hockanson holds a bachelor of science degree ,in electrical engineering
from UMR and will receive his
master's degree in the same discipline
this summer. He will begin work toward a doctorate in electrical engineering in the fall.
Under the direction of Dr. James
Drewniak, assistant professor of electrical engineering at UMR, Hockanson
is developing a method that could help
engineers detect radio signals that are
emitted by the electronic circuitry of
computers and other products. The signals could interfere with the computers' operation."

I

from page 1

plications that cannot be run on saucer.
Send this information to Meg Brady
(megbrady@umr.edu) or Dave Dearth
(dearth@umr.edu) so we can plan for
alternative solutions,
Computing Services is nearing
completion on some projects that still
need to, be fmished before UMR VMA
can be eliminated. This indudes
building an online directory for students and the transfer of STUINFO,
STUTELE, EMPTELE. CAPS and
other information services to the UNIX
system. Watch for anno uncements
abo ut these serv ices in the next few
weeks.
While it is almost certain that Saucer will not be suffi cient to handle the
demand placed on it, UMRVMA is not
able to handle the load either and is far
more costly to upgrade.

computers, however, !he University
will have to expand their software licensing agreement to in!,lude ilOt only
University-owned computers but also
student-owned computers . This expans ion will cost the-University alotof
money.
"
. A way of avoiding th~ high. cost of
expanding the University 's ·license is
to install University-owned computers. These computers 'will be available
for the students to rent while they are
e nrolled whic h will cov'er the
University's cost of buying extracom- '"
puters. AI~o by supplying students

with University-owned computers will
'save the student the money of buying
their own. Another way to save money
is to only network a couple of floors in
the dormitories. This cost less than
networking them aU .
Southwest Missouri State· University in Springfield offers students the
option of renting a University-owned
computer while Northwest University
provides terminals for all the students
in the dorms . The networking system
will not only be a service to the studellts but wiil serve as an excellent
recruiting tool for future students.
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Final Examination 5c.hed ule
WIn
· t er
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t
v emeser IqqL(
The final exannination period will begin Monday, May 9, 1994, at 7:30 a . m., and
end at 5 :3 0 p.m., Friday, May 13, 1994. Common finals are scheduled for those .
courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for common finals will be
announced by the instructors.
The courses not covered in Sections I, II, and III are to be arranged by the
instructor in cooperation with the students in that course.
I. Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session during final
week. Evening courses are those courses beginning after 5:30 p.m .
II. Common Finals include ALL
SECTIONS.
B Eng 50, 120
B Eng 110
B Eng 150
CSci 73, 228
EE 61, 63
EM 160
Hist 176
Math 8
Math 21, 22
Math 204
ME 208
ME 211
ME 219
ME 240, 242
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sci 90
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III.

RegylAr Fina!s
First Weekly Class
Meeting Time
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
1:30
2:30

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

8 : 05 or 8:30
9:30
10 : 30
11:05 or 11:30
12 : 30
1:30 or 2:05

Monday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Wednesday
. Thursday
Wednesday
Friday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday

1:00-3:00
7:30-9 : 30
7:30-9:30
7: 30-9-: 30
7:30- 9:30

7:30~9:30

7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7 : 30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:·30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30

Final Exam Time
Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday

3:30-5 : 30
10:00-12:00
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
1:00-3:00

Thursday
Monday
Monday
. Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday

10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5 : 30
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
3 : 30-5 : 30

According to the Student Academic Regulations all requests · to change the final
schedule because of conf1icts or having three or more examinations scheduled on
one day "are to be made in the Registrar's Office at least one week before the
beginning of the final examination week " (Friday , April 29).
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You may even get paid for
reading it. After all, this book from
MasterCard" offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
. ob, and it's written for students by students. To order .
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-]OB-8894. MasterCard.

Ies more than a credit card. It's smart money-

The dictionary has at
least three defIriitions for
"value~' So do we.
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Only $1,264.00.
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Maciniash fJuodr.·

Pvwer&Jok" 1458 4/80.

i71lemalJppleCiJI" 300i CJ).ROM Drive, Jpplee
Plus 14" Di!pIay, Jpple Extended Keyboard" .tld mouse.

~

Only $2,354.00.

your budget. Meaning you get it all. Power. Quallty. And afforclability. So, if that
Giving people more value for their money has made Macintosh' the best-selling persounds like. a value to you, see below for where you
sonal computer on campuses and across the country for
Affordable computers from Apple.
the past two years: And that's a trend that is likely to
can purchase a Macintosh today
1 .'
continue. Because there are Macintosh and PowerBook' models available within
at special student ptices. And leave your dictionary at home.

AppIe .

For further information contact Ben' Strehlrnan (Scientific Programmer Analyst at UMR)
at 114 Mathematic Computer Science Bldg· 341-4841 . EMail: ben @ umr • edu
or call Apple Computer directly at

1-800-877-4433, ext 704
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